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In The News: Gov. Walker Rallies Grassroots Supporters To Keep Wisconsin Working 

[Madison, Wis.] – Gov. Scott Walker crisscrossed the state this weekend to rally grassroots 

supporters, highlighting the need to push back against the anger of the Far Left with organization 

and optimism. 

 

Gov. Walker focused on his record of getting positive things done for the hard-working people of 

Wisconsin – and stressed the need to take that message and spread it across the state. The 

governor highlighted his efforts to reform welfare to reward the dignity that comes from work, return 

the budget surplus back to the hard-working taxpayers and invest historic amounts into education, 

including increased funding for rural communities to ensure students receive a quality education 

regardless of zip code. 

 

Check out what’s in the news: 

 

From WBAY: "Governor Walker says before the upcoming fall elections his goal is to share with 

voters all of the ways he's moved Wisconsin forward. 'The best way to counter that is to get 

volunteers out on the doors, person to person, sharing the positive message about the good things 

we're doing in the state.' … said Governor Scott Walker." 

 

From WQOW:  "'I still am convinced that in this state … that voters want to vote for something, not 

against something. We offer something that you can go for, what we've heard from the Democrats at 

least running for governor are what they're against. And I think that's going to be a sharp contrast 

come the November election.’ [Gov. Walker said]” 

 

From WEAU: "'I warned that this was a wakeup call. That this wasn't a blue wave yet but it was a 
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sign that it very well could be,’ [Gov. Walker] said. ‘We see anger and hatred seems to be growing 

event by event, we need to counter that as Republicans, not with the same but optimism and 

organization.’” 

 

From Leader-Telegram: “’Anger and hatred — that’s a pretty powerful motivator. … they’re angry at 

me, they’re angry at Republicans, they’re angry at just about anything that’s even closely related to 

Republicans,’ Walker told a crowd Saturday in a lecture hall inside UW-Eau Claire’s Centennial Hall. 

‘But today I’m here to tell you we need to match that — but not with anger, not with hatred. But two 

things ... optimism and organization.’” 
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